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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- seek to expand our understanding of the history of Davis, California.


Sunday, December 28, 2014


Bikes ’67 #1, January: Clamor Club Clamors About Bikes
(207)


In 1966, the City Council directed staff to
prepare a plan for a “pilot” program of bike
lanes on Davis streets. This put the topic
on the back burner while the plan was
being prepared. That period did not end
until the Council meeting of February 14,
when the pilot project was presented and
adopted.


This did not of course stop discussion of
the “bike problem.” One forum for such
discussion was a wonderful “organization”
that functioned over a number of years in
the 1960s called “The Clamor Club.”
Sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce,
it was a weekly or so noontime gathering
of anyone who cared to show up in the
back room of Quessenbery’s Drug store.


The “officers” were only informal and
shifting, there was no formal membership,
and no agenda. There was, though, a head
“clamorer” who kept order by shaking a
metal cowbell to quell excess clamor.*


The official purpose of the gathering was to air “gripes!” Just show up and complain about
whatever you please.


To me, the most amazing aspect of the Clamor Club is that it consistently attracted many “heavy
hitters” in Davis public life. These often included the City Manager, the Chief of Police, the school
district superintendent, and the great gadfly of the time, Harry Whitcombe (who had served on the
City Council in the mid-1950s).


Such a turnout might in part be explained by the fact
that Davis had two more-or-less daily papers in that
period (the Woodland Democrat did a Davis edition)
and both tended to cover Clamor meetings. That is, the
meetings were places to get your views before the
public in the all-important local papers.


It is indicative that all the bike news appearing in the DE
in January was in the context of discussions at two
Clamor Club meetings. I have marked the relevant
portions in red.


Two aspects of this “bike talk” might be mentioned.
One, there was considerable uncertainty about the
status of the bike lane project. Two, the bike path idea
has far from universal support.


__________


* I was in the Chamber of Commerce offices some
months ago and was shown a metal cowbell that was
described to me a mystery item. Why was such a thing
among Chamber holdings? I was pleased to be able to
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both explain the bell and to demonstrate how it worked.
(I can testify it is quite effectively loud and obnoxious
and therefore attention-getting.)
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- seek to expand our understanding of the history of Davis, California.


Friday, January 2, 2015


Bikes ’67 #5, July-August: Ordinance Adopted, Bike Lanes
Start With Little Notice (211)


Although state-enabling legislation was still not in place, this seemed not to hold up the City 
in proceeding with bike lanes.


And the process was becoming ever more “official,” now in the form of new City ordinance sections
regarding bike lanes and the behavior of bike riders (shown in the July 25th story).


It is especially amusing to read the ordinances sections. This is prose from which I suppose we
can date Davis bike rider massive disregard for bike law!


When Exactly Did Bike Lanes Start?


The caption to the photo dated July 26-2 refers to “traffic on the new bike path on West Eighth near
Pine Lane . . .”


This is the earliest reference to bike lane actual use I have seen. It suggests that the system or at
least part of it became operational in mid- to later July.


The August meeting of the Clamor Club seemed an uncharacteristically quiet affair. Of note, the
Chief of Police reported the lanes as operating and asked opinions, but there was little response.  
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- seek to expand our understanding of the history of Davis, California.


Saturday, January 3, 2015


Bikes ’67 #6, August-September: Lane Revisions & Further
Implementation (212)


Apparently having begun to mark lanes, the “on the ground” reality began to prompt some
rethinking about the exact design,
especially along 3rd Street from about
the rail tracks to B Street--described in
the August 29th story.


The August 29 report also makes clear
that no bike path had yet been installed
on 3rd Street between B and the tracks.


At the August Clamor Club meeting
(September 1), the Chief Bartholomew
reported that 40,000 brochures
explaining the new lanes were being
printed for distribution, with a focus on
school children. (Oddly enough, not one
of these brochures is known to have
survived.)
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- seek to expand our understanding of the history of Davis, California.


Tuesday, January 6, 2015


Bikes '67 #7, September-October: Road Reconstructions &
UCD Students Swarms (213)


By happenstance, a number of the
most important streets of Davis were
being upgraded or reconfigured at the
same time as the introduction of bike
paths. As stories reported earlier
indicate, this caused problems with
marking lanes on streets and required
postponements of markings in some
places.


The September 14th photo reproduced
here shows the then underway
transformation of Russell Blvd from a
two lane country road into a divided
four-lane highway. Bike lanes were not
opened until that work was completed.


And there was the return of thousands of UCD students, who seemed at that time actually to ride
bikes in quite significant numbers. As well, many of them bought licenses to make them legal
(September 25 and October 4 photos).


We also read that the Chamber of Commerce published a brochure with a map of the bike lanes.
Like the City issued brochure, no copies of this document are known to have survived.
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- seek to expand our understanding of the history of Davis, California.


Wednesday, January 7, 2015


Bikes ’67 #8, October-November: Campus Closed To Cars &
Bike Life Rolls On (214)


It is hard to know how much difference it made, but closing the central
campus to car travel in the fall of 1967 seems likely to have prompted at
least some increase in resident rates of bike travel and therefore bike lane
use.


At any rate, it is certainly an interesting coincidence that campus officials
would select the moment Davis starts bike lanes to change it’s campus
traffic organization in a way that fostered much greater bike use
(November 7 photo, after the jump, below).


Several other stories in this series document a number of the many other
actions taken by UCD to both encourage and accommodate bike use. 


Let me suggest that the ordinary “bike narrative” that Davis tells itself might
give UCD officials much more credit than it usually does for the rise of the
bike as a key feature of Davis life.
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- seek to expand our understanding of the history of Davis, California.


Tuesday, December 30, 2014


Bikes ’67 #3, May: State Enabling Legislation (209)


I did not see any bike or
bike lane related stories
in the March or April
issues of the DE.  


These topics do not
return again until May, where activities of the California Legislature are reported.


By these accounts, legislation allowing Davis and other cities to create bike lanes moved smoothly
through the legislative process and was well on its way to completion by later May.
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- seek to expand our understanding of the history of Davis, California.


Wednesday, December 31, 2014


Bikes ’67 #4, May-June-July: City Moves Toward
Implementation (210)


Apparently assuming state-enabling legistation would be approved, staff was moving ahead with
bike lane implementation.


The DE May 23 photo shows Council members McChesney and Skinner exhibiting the newly
created “Davis Bikeway” sign.


We see in the Daily Democrat of June 12 that the actual legal ordinance was not adopted by the
City until this day, marking yet another point at which bike lanes might be said to have “really”
begun.


The list of bike lane routes in these reports has changed some, but still does not include a 3rd
Street between B and C streets segment.


The caption to the July 7 DE photo suggests that actual authority from the state
to install official bike lanes has not been received as of that date. Indeed, the
caption text suggests that such authority will commence “shortly after July 13.” 
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- seek to expand our understanding of the history of Davis, California.


Saturday, December 27, 2014


The 1967 Davis Bike Lanes as a Designated Historical
Resource (206)


As reported here and elsewhere, the City of Davis is currently in the fourth of a twelve-
month project of
updating its inventory of
“historical resources.”
The work focuses on the
years 1946-1975. I am
one of a number of
volunteer working on
that project and I seek to
document a few of the
small number of
historical resources that
might be be awarded the
special status of
“designated.” 


A THIRD CANDIDATE
DESIGNATED HISTORICAL RESOURCE. So far I have worked up some materials relevant to
such designation decisions on 1303 Alice Street and on 340 F Street (the Wells Fargo Bank
building) (DHT posts numbers 189, 186. 187, 188).


I now move to a third case, which is a resource of a different sort. Commonly, a historical resource
is a building. But this kind of item does not exhaust that category.


Non-building structures and “landscapes” can also be designated. In Davis, we have already had
three designations of this “non-building” sort. They are the Davis Subway (Richards Underpass),
the Davis Cemetery (820 Pole Line Rd.), and the Avenue of the Trees (Russell Blvd., west of
Arthur St.).


In this and subsequent posts I want to explore the possibility of designating a fourth such historical
resource: The original, 1967 Davis Bike Lanes.


NARRATIVE OF 1967.  My exploration takes the form of a narrative of the year 1967 focusing on
events pertinent to understanding these first bike lanes.


It is not often that a calendar year neatly provides the temporal framework for understanding a
human endeavor. But, oddly enough, a calendar twelve-month frame seems to fit quite nicely. Or,
at least, I happen to own an original copy of all the issues of the Davis Enterprise (DE) for 1967
and perhaps that convenience shapes my perception of the appropriate time frame.


My method has been to read that year’s DE’s and to photograph all stories relevant to bikes and
bike lanes. (I also had a few issues of Davis’ second daily paper in that era, the Davis Edition of
the Daily Democrat, which provides two additional stories.)


This process has resulted in 27 stories spread over 33 digital excerpts (because some stories ran
on to a second page in an issue of the paper).


These 27 stories form a narrative that is vastly too complex and drawn-out to be dealt with in the
technical confines of a single web post. So I have grouped the stories into more consumable units
of substance that cover a month or so.


The result is nine posts as follows.


Bikes ’67  # l, January: Clamor Club Clamors About Bikes (207)


Bikes ’67  #2. February: Council Adopts Specific Bike Lane Plan (208)
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Posted by John Lofland at 12:23 PM


Labels: 1967, bike lanes, Bueller


Bikes ’67  #3, May: State Enabling Legislation Begins (209)


Bikes ’67  #4, May-June-July: City Moves Toward Implementation (210)


Bikes ’67  #5. July-August: Ordinance Adopted, Bike Lanes Start With Modest Notice (211)


Bikes ’67  #6, August-September: Revisions & Further Implementation (212)


Bikes ’67  #7, September-October: Road Reconstructions & UCD Student Swarms (213)


Bikes ‘67  #8, October-November: Campus Closed to Cars & Bike Life Rolls On (214)


Bikes ’67  #9, December: Enterprise Summary of 1967 (215)


These will be published over the coming days.


 A PRIME OBJECTIVE: WHEN AND WHERE DID OFFICIAL DAVIS BIKE LANES BEGIN?
 Designating something an historical resource implies that there is a specific place where it
originated and that one can visit and view. That implication in turn implies that the thing one is
viewing came into existence at some specific time.


There are, therefore, the questions of exactly when, officially, did Davis bike lanes as physical
entities start and where on Davis streets was that beginning?


At this stage of inquiry, I must report the answer is certain only within a range of possibilities. As
the posts that follow will report, we can narrow the “when” to sometime around July of 1967 and
the “where” to--perhaps--someplace on 3rd Street or Sycamore. The records we have at this time
are contradictory and no more exact that that.


We can say, though, that there does not seem to have been a “ribbon-cutting” type ceremony at
which dignitaries assembled and hailed the dawn of a new bike era in Davis--or anything of that
sort. Quite the contrary, there was a certain casualness and off-hand quality to the undertaking, in
my view. Indeed, there was also more than a little publically expressed nervousness about the
possible negative consequences of this new line of action.


THE LONGER TIMELINE AND THE WIDER CONTEXT. Lest there be misperception, let me say
plainly that my focus here is much more narrow and specific than ordinary historical accounts of
bikes in Davis. Those ordinary historical accounts features several years in the early 1960s and
even earlier and the energy of a number citizen activists, most especially Eve and Frank Child, and
an initially recalcitrant Davis City Council that later “saw the light” on the wisdom of bike lanes. This
is definitely not the story of interest here.


But, anyone interested in this other story might look online at Ted Buehler:


http://daviswiki.org/Bicycle_History_Presentation/Full


The most comprehensive account of this wider story, which is not online, is, I think,


Buehler, Theodore J., Fifty Years of Bicycle Policy in Davis, CA., M. A. Thesis, University of
California, Davis, Institute for Transportation Studies, June, 2007, 164 pages.
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- seek to expand our understanding of the history of Davis, California.


Thursday, January 8, 2015


Bikes ’67 #9, December: Enterprise Summary of 1967 (215)


This post is devoted to the single item of the Enterprise’s summary of the events of the twelve
months of 1967. Because that summary fills a large, multicolumn, small print page, I have divided it
into six segments, presented in sequence.


To me, the most striking aspect of this list of projects and events is how minor bike lanes were in
the larger scheme of a Davis burgeoning on all sides in myriad ways.


Bike were, it seems, simply: “Oh, yes, I recall now, we did also do bike lanes in 1967.”
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- seek to expand our understanding of the history of Davis, California.


Monday, December 29, 2014


Bikes ’67 #2, February: Council Adopts Specific Bike Lane
Plan (208)


It is sometimes difficult to select “a” date as “the” time at which a practice or policy began. 
This is because some practices in fact go through several
“critical junctures” each of which is arguably “the” “real”
start.


Such is the problem with the beginning of Davis bike
lanes. Arguably, bike lanes in Davis “really” began in
1966 when the Council adopted a resolution directing
staff to draw up a plan for bike lanes and allocating
money for that task.


But, the events reported in this post about the Council’s
action on Monday, February 13, 1967 form another
arguable “actual” start of bike lanes in Davis. As can be
read in the two DE stories, a specific plan of action “on
the ground” was authorized.


Even so, nothing actually “on the ground” had yet
happened. Moreover, it was not yet clear that the City of
Davis has the legal right to install bike lanes on its
streets.


So, I am prepared to say that the process of having bike lanes has started, but they have not yet
actually begun.


Regarding the question of where bike lanes were first installed, I notice the plan reported here in
February does not include 3rd Street from F to B streets, a section often mentioned as a possible
location to install an official commemoration of bike lane beginning. Perhaps the plan changed
later, but as of February, 3rd and B would be an historically inaccurate commemoration location.
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